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In 1971 Simon Keller Ltd.'s success story began very modestly in a small garage, which at the time served as 

storage space. In these 40 years, our family-run business has grown to 100 employees and become a leading 

supplier for the Swiss specialist retailers. 

This big anniversary, 40 Years of Simon Keller Ltd., was a good reason to celebrate and say «Thank you» to our

staff in a special way. In late summer of 2011 we invited all our employees and their families on a festive and

adventurous anniversary trip to the Europapark in Rust, Germany. The festivities at the Piazza Roma and the Hotel

Colosseo were enjoyed by all (as is very clear to see in the picture).

In adition to our core business, we also export successfully to over 40 countries worldwide our innovative self-

developments, such as our sterilizers, having sold 80,000 units of them by 2011! These are able to disinfect and

sterilise instruments directly at the workplace within seconds.

Our latest innovation, which we are launching in 2012, is our sterile disposable abrasive SwissFileCap. This  sterile

cap closes the last gap in footcare hygiene, enables professional working and, above all, makes for a lot of

savings in time and cost.

We look forward to a long and successful partnership with you.

SIMON KELLER LTD.

Bernhard S. Keller
b.keller@simonkeller.ch

DEAR CUSTOMER
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FOOTCARE WORLD NOVELTY

ABRASIVE SWISSFILECAPS

ø 5 mm
Item n°.: 29240

MANDREL «KELLER»
Round, for SwissFileCaps ø 5 mm
Item n°.: 29210
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The disposable sterile abrasive SwissFileCaps allow to

work more practically and faster – the instruments do

not need to be cleaned laboriously by hand anymo-

re! Thanks to this new product the pedicurists save

money, time and are able to guarantee a perfect

hygiene.

SwissFileCaps

Round, with grain 80, sterile and sin-

gle packed, 100 pieces in practical

dispenser.

Mandrels

With shank diameter of 2.35 mm; fit

in any handpiece.

They can be safely cleaned and

disinfected in an ultrasonic bath.

They are individually packaged in

plastic tubes.

A professional image

The sealed SwissFileCap bags

should be opened with the client

watching. 

This allows them to clearly see that

the pedicurist is performing per-

fectly hygienically and professio-

nally.

Such professionalism is excellent

and free advertising. That gets

around!

ABRASIVE SWISSFILECAPS

ø 13 mm
Item n°.: 29260

MANDREL «KELLER» 
Round, for SwissFileCaps ø 13 mm
Item n°.: 29230

ABRASIVE SWISSFILECAPS

ø 10 mm
Item n°.: 29250

MANDREL «KELLER» 
Round, for SwissFileCaps ø 10 mm
Item n°.: 29220
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SWISS FILE – PEDICURE FILE WITH 
STERILE, SINGLE PACKED ABRASIVES 
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
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Item n°. Description
26023 Swiss File, sterilizable stainless steel file, 

without abrasives, single packed
26024 Steri G60, abrasives, 60 grain, self-adhesive, 

single packed, sterile, package of 80 pcs.
26025 Steri G100, abrasives, 100 grain, self-adhesive,

single packed, sterile, package of 80 pcs.
26026 Steri G220, abrasives, 220 grain, self-adhesive,

single packed, sterile, package of 80 pcs.
19122 Display for SwissFile, 1,1kg (empty)

h: 8.5 cm, w: 32 cm, d: 7.5 cm

Advantages for the pedicurist

| Once-in-a-lifetime purchase 

of the file

| Autoclavable

| Very practical, as the abrasive

does not have to be 

cleaned laboriously by hand

| Superior hygiene – this sterile

version cannot be topped

Advantages for the client

| Psychological plus. The clients

see that the pedicurist works

hygieni cally and that a new,

sterile abrasive is used for

each client

Advantages for the retailer

| Returning business, because

this product is not just a one-

time sale! With the disposable

abrasives follow-up orders can

be generated

| Customer loyalty

| Reputation of competence in

the field of hygiene

MAXIMUM HYGIENE AT MINIMAL COSTS!
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Advantages

| Swiss beech wood lacquered (neu-

tral/transparent or colored lacquer)

| Product of superb quality with a long

life 

| Foil, antibacterial, sanitized®

| Neatly and hygienically packed

| In blister packs with suspension bracket

| We only use wood certified by FSC

(more information under www.fsc.org)

«CLASSIC» COUNTER DISPLAY 
Filled with 30 files, assorted colors
(5 pieces per colour)

Item n°.: 19135

PRIVATE LABEL
Customised printing of brand logos or addres-
ses is available from just 2500 pieces.
Give us a ring and we'll be glad to advise you.

WOODEN PEDICURE FILES «CLASSIC» – 
THE ORIGINAL!

100% Swiss made

3400 Burgdorf | T 034 420 08 88
www.day-spa.ch
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PRIVATE LABEL
Customised printing of brand logos or ad -
dresses is available from just 2500 pieces.
Give us a ring and we'll be glad to advise you.

«BLUE LINE» 
COUNTER DISPLAY 
Filled with 30 files, assorted colors
(5 pieces per colour)

Item n°.: 19136

WOODEN PEDICURE FILES
«BLUE LINE»
Pedicure file made of Swiss beech wood. Coated on

both sides with water resistant, antibacterial (sanitized®),

dark blue abrasives. Rough side for grinding, fine side

for smoothing of calloused skin.
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natur
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sky

2685.04

100% Swiss made
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WOODEN PEDICURE FILES «NATURE»

This well-liked, natural and transpa-

rently coated pedicure file is available

in three different types of wood:

maple, ash and cherry. 

«NATURE LINE» COUNTER DISPLAY 
Filled with 30 files, 10 pcs. per type of wood
(cherry, ash and maple)

Item n°.: 19137

PRIVATE LABEL
Customised printing of brand logos or addres-
ses is available from just 2500 pieces.
Give us a ring and we'll be glad to advise you.

2685.04

100% Swiss made
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NATURAL ACRYLIC STONE
PEDICURE FILES «DELUXE»

With the acrylic stone callous file Keller has launched a genuine

innovation on the footcare market. The acrylic stone file, made from

a mixture of acrylic polymer and minerals, has a smooth surface. The

material is virtually indestructible – water, cleaning agents and disin-

fectants will not damage the acrylic stone file. The abrasives are of

su perb quality and they are both waterproof and sanitized®. 

Advantages

| Specially designed handle 

| For suspension in shower or bath (with the exception of «white»)

| 100 percent waterproof

| Product of superb quality with a long life

| Outstandingly suitable for resale to customers

| Foil, antibacterial, sanitized®

| Neatly and hygienically packed in blister packs with suspension

bracket
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PRIVATE LABEL
Customised printing of brand logos 
or addresses is available from just 
2500 pieces.
Give us a ring and we'll be glad to 
advise you.

«METALIC» COUNTER DISPLAY
Simple elegance, made of stainless
steel. Room to display 3 x 5 files.

Weight: 0.9 kg (empty)
Width: 24 cm
Height: 35 cm
Tare: 8.5 cm

Item n°.: 19121

3400 Burgdorf | T 034 420 08 88
www.day-spa.ch

2685.04

100% Swiss made
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CLEAN – HYGIENIC FOOTBATH TUB
WITH DISPOSABLE BLISTER LINERS

The most hygienic and the fastest method to offer footbaths in practice. Maximum

hygiene, minimum costs!

This footbath tub is an original and

simple solution in the effort to pre-

vent the spread of bacteria, fun-

gus, and other infections. The pre-

fitted disposable liners are desi-

gned exclusively to minimize your

work and maximize your client's

safety. The disposable liners are

clear, fit directly into the tub and

are designed for single use. The

professional can dispose of them

after every client. No time is wasted

on cleaning or scrubbing. The best

part is you don't need to use harsh chemicals to keep the pedicure tub sanitary;

the liner takes care of it all. As a result, it helps avoid skin irritations and allergies

caused by harmful chemicals used by the professionals to sanitize the pedicure

tubs after multi uses. It offers your client the choice of a safe pedicure while making

it safe and convenient for yourself.

Specifications
Measure: 39 x 30 x 11.5 cm
Tare: 420 gr

Item n°. Description
36231 Clean footbath tub, blue, 1 pce.
36231.002 Clean footbath tub, white, 1 pce.
36232 Disposable blister liner, 80 pcs.

Place the disposable blister 
liner in the tub

Fill the tub with warm water

Empty the tub Remove and dispose of liner
after use

Add foot bath essence if 
desired in the footbath tub
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MAXIMUM HYGIENE, 
MINIMUM COSTS!

ROLLABLE FOOTBATH TROLLEY

The rollable footfath trolley and the

«Clean» footbath tub to go with it

make cleaning and disinfecting

patients' feet simple and fast.

Footcare clients appreciate ha ving

a soothing foot bath offered to

them.

Specifications

The footbath trolley is made of

high-quality chrome steel, equip-

ped with smooth-running rollers. 

9 kg, 41 cm length, 36 cm width,

height of grip: 80 cm

Item n°.: 36237

RACK FOR FOOTBATH TUB
Handy rack for the «Clean» footbath tub, shiny

chrome finish, 39 cm wide, 40 cm long, 18 cm

high, 1.4 kg (without tub or blister liner).

Item n°.: 36238
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PEDIMANN TYP L2 – FOR PRIVATE USE
Small foot and nail care set in a nice box, 20 x 12 x 5.3 cm. 
Swiss quality, with safety standard CE. 
Included in the set: 9 precision instruments, box, manuel and 
2 years of guarantee.

Performance: 2-stage 6'000 rpm and 11'000 rpm, 12 W, 230 V, 50 Hz 
Size of the box: 20 x 12 x 5.3 cm
Weight: complete box 600 g, handpiece 90 g

Item n°.: 38137

FOOT AND NAIL CARE |
WITH POWER AND LIGHT!

PEDIMAN TYP TA – FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
Small, but very compact foot and nail care set, in a solid case, syn-
thetic leather. Swiss quality, with safety standard CE. 
Included in the set: 9 precision instruments, box, manuel and 
2 years of guarantee.

Performance: Continously from 6'000 to 20'000 rpm, 
0,5 A, 28 V/230 V, 50 Hz 
Size of the case: 30 x 20 x 6 cm
Weight: complete box 1.5 kg, handpiece 160 g

Item n°.: 38130

PODO LUX – EXAMINATION
LIGHTFOR ATTACHMENT TO
ALL AVAILABLE HAND PIECES
Advantages
| Extremely strong light (LED world's best quality)
| Ideal for foot and nail treatments
| Waterproof
| Auto-clavable
| Small, light and handy and can be taken along everywhere

Specification
Batteries: 2 x lithium 3V, 235 mA; product-life: 5 years

Item n°.: 39645

100% Swiss made
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These hot bead sterilizers permit instant disinfection

and sterilization of all small instruments directly at the

workplace. Especially suitable for laminar flow cabi-

nets! Biological investigations and tests prove that the

constant  250°C (482°F) temperature maintained in the

glass bead container guarantees complete destructi-

on of all micro-organisms and spores within a few

seconds. The one part of the instrument which is inser-

ted into the STERI glass beads is sterilized. The STERI 25,

250 and 350 are three versions of the same quality

apparatus, with a stainless steel container, high-perfor-

mance heating element, reduced heating time, high-

precision thermostat, temperature limiter and built-in

thermometer. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS STERI 25 STERI 250 STERI 350
Volt 110 / 120 or 220 / 240 V 110 / 120 or 220 / 240 V 110 / 120 or 220 / 240 V
Watt 50 W 90 W 90 W
Heating-up time up to 240°C–250°C (482°F) approx. 10 min. approx. 18 min. approx. 25 min.
Glassbead container stainless steel stainless steel stainless steel
Inside dimensions (ø x Depth) 3 x 4 cm (1.2 x 1.6 in.) 4 x 8 cm (1.6 x 3.2 in.) 4 x 14 cm (1.6 x 5.5 in.)
STERI - Glassbeads (Filling portion) 40 g (1.4 oz.) 150 g (5.3 oz.) 300 g (10.6 oz.)
STERI - Glass cup not available included not included
STERI - Metal cover stainless steel stainless steel stainless steel
Insulating material mineral wool free of asbestos mineral wool free of asbestos mineral wool free of asbestos
Casing dimensions (H x W x D) 10 x 8.5 x 9 cm (3.9 x 3.3 x 3.5 in.) 14.5 x 12.5 x 14 cm (5.7 x 5 x 5.5 in.) 20.5 x 12.5 x 14 cm (8 x 5 x 5.5 in.)
Packing material Styropor Styropor Styropor
Net weight (standard equipment) 650 g (1 lb. 7 oz.) 1400 g (3 lb. 1 oz.) 1850 g (4 lb. 1 oz.)
Gross weight (incl. packaging) 800 g (1 lb. 12 oz.) 1550 g (3 lb. 6 oz.) 2000 g (4 lb. 6 oz.)
Packing dimensions (L x W x H) 18 x 17 x 16 cm (7 x 6.7 x 6.3 in.) 34 x 19 x 19 cm (13.4 x 7.5 x 7.5 in.) 34 x 19 x 19 cm (13.4 x 7.5 x 7.5 in.)
Volume for 10 units par carton 0.1 m/3 (0.13 cu.yd.) 0.15 m/3 (1.96 cu.yd.) 0.15 m/3 (1.96 cu.yd.)

4R38
LABORATORYEQUIPEMENT

STERILIZERS FOR THE INSTANT STERILIZATION OF LABO-
RATORY INSTRUMENTS. DIRECTLY AT THE WORKPLACE

100% Swiss made

Complete, including plain metal cover
and glassbeads (40 g). Particularly suitab-
le for small sized instruments (needles,
burrs etc.)

Item n°.: 31130

Swiss made

Complete, including plain metal cover,
glass-cup and glassbeads (150 g).
Particularly suitable for small and medium
sized instruments (scissors, tweezers, for-
ceps, knifes, blades, spatulas etc.)

Item n°.: 31100

Swiss made

Complete, including plain metal cover
and glassbeads (300 g). Especially suitable
for medium sized and longer instruments.

Item n°.: 31170
Swiss made
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DIGITAL GEL 
CORN PADS 1⁄2 COATED
A soft, comfortable and stretchable slip-on
device half-coated with gel. The gel releases a
high grade mineral oil onto the hard skin to help
soften and comfortably remove corns. It is ideal
to help relieve pain on a toe or finger affected
by corns, blebs, blisters, hammer toes, calluses
and digital traumas. Pack of 10 pcs.

Item n°. Size Ø
22564 20 mm
22565 25 mm

GEL TUBING
Superior cushioning and protection for painful
corns and calluses. Interped Gel Tubings are
completely lined with our proprietary moisturi-
zing soft polymer gel that comforts and cushi-
ons sensitive corns and calluses by absorbing
shock and pressure. Three tubes can be trim-
med to meet your individual needs. Pack of 3
tubes. Length per tube approx. 15 cm.

Item n°. Size Ø
22567 20 mm
22568 25 mm

SILICONE HEEL PROTECTION
PAD
With this comfortable, cushioned heel pad your
shoes will fit perfectly. Keeps heel from slipping
out of the shoe and fits all sizes. Removes exces-
sive heel pressure and irritations. Pack of 3 pairs.

Item n°.: 22604

GEL PLANTAR CUSHION
The plantar cushions with silicone gel ease pain
under the ball of the foot caused by metatar-
salgia, calluses, rheumatism or too many hours
on your feet. Thin enough to be worn in virtual-
ly any shoe. The insert distributes your body
weight over the whole pressure zone and
enhances the natural footpad.  Pack of 3 pairs.

Item n°. Size 
22605 small
22607 large

FOREFOOT CUSHION 
WITH STRAP
The soft gel protects metatarsal heads from fric-
tion, pressure and abrasion. Relieves burning
sensation under the metatarsal heads and
other pain from calluses, Morton neuromas and
atrophy of the fat pad. Thin elastic loop atta-
chable over second or third toe. Fabric top
cover prevents sliding in footwear. Ideal for use
with high heels and fashion footwear. Pack of 3
pairs.

Item n°. Size 
22613 small
22614 large

DIGITAL PAD
A soft, comfortable and stretchable slip-on
device coated with Polymer gel which releases
a high grade mineral oil onto the hard skin to
help soften and comfortably remove corns. It is
ideal to help relieve pain on a toe or finger
affected by corns, blebs, blisters, hammer toes,
calluses and digital traumas. This product is
both washable and reusable. Pack of 10 pcs.

Item n°. Size Ø
22561 20 mm
22562 25 mm

1⁄2 COATED DIGITAL GEL STRIP
Half coated with the Interped proprietary gel to
help soften and comfortably remove corns.
They are ideal for helping relieve pain on a toe
or finger affected by corns, blebs, blisters, ham-
mer toes, calluses and digital traumas. Pack of
1 strip, 60 cm in length. Can be cut to the desi-
red length.

Item n°. Size Ø
22625 20 mm
22626 25 mm

DIGITAL GEL CAP
A soft, comfortable and stretchable fabric cap
fully coated with proprietary polymer gel which
slowly releases a medical grade mineral oil to
soften and moisturize the skin. The digital cap is
ideal for relieving pressure and friction on the
affected toe or finger. It is also designed for nail
problems, hammer toes, over or under-lapping
digits, keratotic lesions or partially amputated
digits. Pack of 6 pcs.

Item n°. Size Ø
22673 20 mm
22674 25 mm
22675 35 mm

POLYMER GEL
PRODUCTS 

The latest findings from gel

technology have been consi-

dered in the development of

the new gel products. The

innovative product range is

impressive not only because

of its unique quality but also

the low prices. It's worth the

comparison!
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ALL GEL TOE CAP
Fully lined with polymer gel to moisturize, condi-
tion and soften the skin. The all-gel digital cap is
ideal for easing pressure and friction caused by
corns, blisters, calluses, hammer toes, and in-
grown nails. Virtually transparent, they are ideal
for open toe shoes/sandals. Pack of 6 pcs.

Item n°. Size
22601 large

ADHESIVE SILICONE
ROUND PAD
2 mm thick oval pad with soft anti-microbial
cloth on one side and a self-adhesive silicone
gel surface on the other side. The silicone gel
surface will adhere to delicate skin and can be
easily removed, washed and reapplied. 100%
medical grade silicone gel is hypoallergenic
and durable. Reduces pressure around corns,
calluses and bony prominences. Pack of 18 pcs. 

Item n°.: 22602

ADHESIVE SILICONE
OVAL PAD
2 mm thick oval pad with soft anti-microbial
cloth on one side and a self-adhesive silicone
gel surface on the other side. The silicone gel
surface will adhere to delicate skin and can be
easily removed, washed and reapplied. 100% me -
dical grade silicone gel is hypoallergenic and
durable. Reduces pressure and abrasion from
ball of foot and metatarsal head. Pack of 18 pcs.  

Item n°.: 22603

5TH DIGIT CORN PAD
Full gel coating softens and protects the skin.
Provides protection and comfort for nail pro-
blems, dry or cracked cuticles, corns, blisters,
hammer toes and kerotic lesions. Helps improve
skin elasticity as well as appearance of old and
new scars. Pack of 10 pcs.

Item n°.: 22608

IN-SHOE HEEL RELIEF PAD
Invisible gel heel cushion. Soft gel composition
absorbs shock that aggravates heel pain.
Indented center helps prevent impact on the
heel bone. The pad remains in place, stays
completely hidden and works well for open-
back or closed-back shoes. The clear pad can
be worn with any type of shoe. Pack of 3 pairs.

Item n°.: 22677

GEL TOE CREST CUSHION
The soft silicone relieves forefoot and toe pain
caused by hammer, claw and mallet toes. The
toe crest also provides maximum comfort and
reduces pressure from the toes and metatar-
sals. Flexible toe loop easily fits over toe to stay
in place. Pack of 3 pairs.

Item n°. Size Item n°. Size 
22610 small 22612 large
22611 medium

BUNION-TOE SPREADER 
Eases bunion pain and provides proper toe
alignment. Reduces pressure on MP joint.
Patented design provides protection between
the Hallux toe and shoe. Product easily slips over
the Hallux toe.

Item n°.: 22683

ALL GEL SPREADER W/
TOE LOOP 
Soft flexible gel loop maintains proper toe
alignment. Reduces friction/irritation and provi-
des relief on the bunion joint. Designed to wear
in most shoes.

Item n°.: 22682

GEL TOE SEPARATORS
Reduce friction and irritation between toes with
patented moisturizing gel toe separators. Helps
relieve pain from soft corns, overlapping toes,
nail problems and bunions. Gel separators
comfortably fit between toes to absorb pressu-
re while releasing a medical grade mineral oil
to lubricate the skin. Pack of 10 pcs.

Item n°. Size Item n°. Size
22615 small 22617 large
22616 medium

GEL TOE SPREADERS
Align your toes with gentle constant pressure.
Gel Toe Spreaders help relieve pain of overlap-
ping toes/toe drift and painful bunions.
Recommended for straightening and aligning
toes. Gel releases a medical grade mineral oil
to lubricate skin as it separates troubled toes.
Pack of 6 pcs.

Item n°. Size
22618 small
22619 medium
22621 large

METATARSAL PAD &
TOE SEPARATOR
This all-gel metatarsal pad helps to relieve the
pain of fat pad atrophy, metatarsalgia and
Morton's neuroma. The soft silicone gel cushions
reduce pressure on the toes and metatarsals,
while their anatomical design supports the ball
of the foot and helps relieve the burning sensa-
tion under metatarsal heads by acting as a soft
tissue supplement for metatarsalgia. Integral
toe separator to help realign toes and prevent
inter-digital toe abrasion and discomfort for the
entire forefoot. Non-restrictive loop free design
suitable for users with arthritis and diabetes.
Pack of 3 pairs.

Item n°. Size 
22678 small
22679 large
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LAEDI HALLUX VALGUS SOCKS 
The Laedi Hallux Valgus Sock is worn primarily postoperatively, but can also be
used preventatively.
Correction of the big toe can be determined and adjusted by oneself (greater
or lesser degree of correction). An additional silicone pad can be held in the
ideal position with a Velcro strap. What’s more, this sock has very little additional
compression and promotes blood flow, thereby improving the healing process.

Advantages
| No mobility restrictions
| Can be worn in shoes
| No pressure arises on the problem area
| Advisable corrections can be set

Item n°. Item n°.
Right Foot Left Foot Description Size
49602.100 49607.100 Hallux Valgus Sock, 1 pce. XS 36–37
49602.110 49607.110 Hallux Valgus Sock, 1 pce. S   38–39
49602.120 49607.120 Hallux Valgus Sock, 1 pce. M 40–41
49602.130 49607.130 Hallux Valgus Sock, 1 pce. L   42–43
49602.140 49607.140 Hallux Valgus Sock, 1 pce. XL 44–45

LAEDI HALLUX VALGUS ORTHOTIC DEVICE 
This strap is used primarily preventatively, but it can also be worn postoperatively.

Advantages
| No mobility restrictions
| Can be worn in socks and shoes 
| No pressure arises on the problem area

Item n°. Description Size
49601.110 Hallux Valgus Orthotic Device, 1 pce. S
49601.120 Hallux Valgus Orthotic Device, 1 pce. M
49601.130 Hallux Valgus Orthotic Device, 1 pce. L

EXCELLENT 
PRODUCTS FOR

PREVENTIVE
AND POST-

OPERATIVE USE

100% Swiss made

Item n°. 49605 Display for Laedi Ortho Products, empty
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«PERMA-HAFT» CLASSIC
| 35% viscose, 36% cotton,

29% polyamide
| Non-irritant
| Selvage
| Elastic 111%

The adhesive, extremely elastic gauze bandage that sticks to itself

but not to the skin, hair or clothes. Non-irritant, permeable to air,

absorbent. A few turns of the bandage are enough for a non-

crumpled dressing. Only press on the end of the bandage.

Adhesives and surgical clips are not necessary for further securing.

For quick and easy fixing of dressing and protection material, also

suitable for use if light support or compression is required. 

«Perma-haft» bandages are essential in the modern chiropody

cabinet as well as in medicine cabinets and every first-aid kit. 

ADHESIVE BANDAGE «PERMA-HAFT»

PERMA-HAFT FINE, WHITE* 
Item n°. width pcs./selling unit
21702 1.5 cm 10 rolls
21703 1.5 cm 80 rolls

PERMA-HAFT FINE, SKIN* 
Item n°. width pcs./selling unit
21712 1.5 cm 10 rolls
21713 1.5 cm 80 rolls

PERMA-HAFT CLASSIC, SKIN*
Item n°. width pcs./selling unit
21692 1.5 cm 10 rolls
21693 1.5 cm 80 rolls

PERMA-HAFT CLASSIC, WHITE* 
Item n°. width pcs./selling unit
21682 1.5 cm 10 rolls 
21683 1.5 cm 80 rolls

Item n°. width pcs./selling unit
21684 2.5 cm 6 rolls
21685 2.5 cm 60 rolls

Item n°. width pcs./selling unit
21704 2.5 cm 6 rolls
21705 2.5 cm 60 rolls

Item n°. width pcs./selling unit
21714 2.5 cm 6 rolls
21715 2.5 cm 60 rolls

Item n°. width pcs./selling unit
21694 2.5 cm 6 rolls
21695 2.5 cm 60 rolls

| Permeable to air
| Non-slip
| Sterilizable by steam
| Cut
| Single packed

| Non-slip, selvage, cut
| Permeable to air
| Single packed

«PERMA-HAFT» FINE
| 39% viscose, 61% polyamide
| Finely woven
| Non-irritant

SUPERIOR (UNRIVALLED) IN QUALITY AND PRICE! 100% Swiss made

* Available in rolls of 4 metres

Each roll is hygienically and single packed



EFFECTIVE CARE AND  
REGENERATION OF EFFECTED 

TOE NAILS
Regular foot care using our Nailcare Oil can effectively fight 
toe nail fungus. Used preventatively, Nailcare Oil improves 
the ability of your skin and toe nails to protect themselves 
and minimises the risk of causing further infections.

Foot and nail Fungus – everyone should protect themselves!
Foot and skin experts have shown that 30% of the population in industrialised countries suffer 

from foot and nail fungus. The risk of infection is high, especially in swimming pools, showers and 

changing rooms, yes even in shoe shops!

NAILCARE OIL «KELLER»
High-quality nail oil made of 100% natural and fully-effective ingredients 

(olive oil, citrus paradisi oil, tea tree oil and citronella oil).

 

Art no. 34700 Nailcare oil «Keller», 20 ml CHF 13.90 / unit
very good
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swiss made | medical qualityPURE SPA FEELING

PANTHA JAMA | The herbal stamp massage is an extraordinary spa experience

for body, spirit and soul. Gentle massaging movements, wonderful scents and the

pleasant warmth of the herbal stamp provide you with deep-acting, beneficial rela-

xation. Your immune system will be strengthened and your blood circulation enhan-

ced. The herbal stamp massage also has a peeling effect and this visibly improves

the complexion.  

TOP-QUALITY | Swiss herbs, gentle processing and many quality tests guarantee

the purity, effectiveness and compatibility of our herbal stamps. In manufacturing the

stamps to medical quality levels we make sure that there is an enduring link to nature

and that wise cultivation methods are employed. There are nine herbal stamps for

the body, eight for the face and one for the feet. Depending on the combination

of herbs, they have an invigorating, refreshing, calming or balancing effect.

TARGET GROUPS | Your course instructors and customers with basic massage

knowledge from all spa and beauty specialist fields. Workshops | two one-day cour-

ses i.e. «Body» and «Face». Contents: anatomy, information about materials, treat-

ment procedures and practical work. Course instructors | qualified instructors with

knowledge of healing herbs and many years of experience holding courses. Prices

& services | on request. Treatment location | in your company (if necessary, infra-

structure is available) or at the Simon Keller Ltd. Training Center in Switzerland.

MARKETING | We assist your firm in successfully promoting Pantha Jama, the new

spa treatment. We can offer you the following marketing tools: Point of sale | rotairs,

posters, etc. Advertising and PR | brochures, advert text templates and pictures for

your public relations. Internet | Pantha Jama website and newsletters for your online

promotions. Training | support for your course instructors to develop workshops,

comprehensive Pantha Jama documentation for your course members.
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HEATER
Item n°.: 50331, 5.7 l      Item n°.: 50332, 17 l

PROF. HEATER
Item n°.: 50325, Heater
Item n°.: 50339, Set to raise

the grating (grid)

swiss made | medical quality

GLORIOUS
Item n°.: 54358, 2 pcs.

EXOTIC
Item n°.: 54359, 2 pcs.

SOFT
Item n°.: 54424, 2 pcs.

PANTHA JAMA OIL
Item n°.: 54380,  750 ml
Item n°.: 54385, 5000 ml

stimulating stimulating, refreshing calming, balancing

WELLNESS TREATMENT «BODY», «FACE» & «FEET» 

pantha jama body, face & feet | die neue wellness-behandlung

swiss made | medical quality 
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B2C BROCHURE
Item n°.: 54390, 25 pcs.

POSTER
Item n°.: 54420, «Face»
Item n°.: 54436, «Stamps»

TIMELESS
Item n°.: 54421, 2 pcs.

CALM
Item n°.: 54422, 2 pcs.

REVITALISE
Item n°.: 54423, 2 pcs.

SLENDERIZE
Item n°.: 54360, 2 pcs.

STIMULATING
Item n°.: 54361, 2 pcs.

calming, relaxing calming, relaxing stimulating the metabolism stimulating the metabolism,

refreshing

stimulating, refeshing

SWEET
Item n°.: 54362, 2 pcs.

LEMON KISS
Item n°.: 54363, 2 pcs.

FRESH
Item n°.: 54364, 2 pcs.

ROMANTIC
Item n°.: 54365, 2 pcs.

SENSITIVE
Item n°.: 54425, 2 pcs.

refreshing, fruity stimulating stimulating, refreshing calming, balancing calming, for sensitive skin

TENDER
Item n°.: 54426, 2 pcs.

INSPIRE
Item n°.: 54427, 2 pcs.

ORANGE KISS
Item n°.: 54357, 2 pcs.

SMOOTH
Item n°: 54355, 2 pcs.

RELAX
Item n°.: 54356, 2 pcs.

calming, for sensitive skin stimulating the metabolism calming, balancing calming stimulating, refreshing
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Surgimed Ltd. developed this breakthrough in teamwork with the

SiliDon® inventor, masseur Robert Don, and the Federal institute of

Technology (ETH) institute for Rapid Product Development (iRPD) in

Zurich.  The wide-ranging applications of SiliDon® include:

Foot reflex zone massage, sports massage, classical massage, 

Dorn-Breuss spinal therapy, cellulitis massage, trigger-point therapy and

various other kinds of massage.

THE SILIDON® MASSAGE THUMB
ENORMOUSLY BENEFITS NOT
ONLY THE PATIENTS – BUT ALSO
THE MASSAGE TECHNIQUE.

THE REVOLUTIONARY MASSAGE THUMB

XL

XS

L

M

S

Benefits for patients:

| Pleasant sensation

| Smoother massage thanks to

better pressure distribution

| No problem with hair-covered

zones

| No disturbing fingernails

| Pleasant warming of the 

massage area

Benefits for masseur:

| Less skin friction

| Optimal pressure distribution

| Thumb protection from abrasion

and injuries

| Thumb joint reinforcement

| Less massage oil required

Facts:

| The SiliDon® massage thumb is

made of biocompatible material

| It can be steam-sterilized up to

140 °C

| Optimal pressure distribution

| Benefits the patient and masseur

alike

| Sizes available: XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes available

100% Swiss made
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SMOOOTHY® SPA CUSHIONS
The Smooothy massage cushions

have newly and especially been

developed for the spa area. The

air-filled face support cushion

adapts excellently to the conditions

and provides well-being during the

treatment. The hip pad offers ideal

support of the hip-bone at prone

and side position. The knee roll is

suitable both for the support of the

knees and the feet at prone positi-

on of your client.  The cushions are

suitable for massage tables and rest

couches as well as for wet-tables or

Hamam systems.

Smooothy massage cushions are

available in 3 colors (chocolate

brown, velvety black and silky matt)

and furthermore offer the following

advantages:

| Kind to the skin (non-irritant), resi-

stant to oil, grease and alcohol

| Waterproof

| Can be disinfected

| Comfortable positioning of the

client

| Made of 100% Polyurethane

| 100% Swiss Made

KNEE ROLL Chocolate brown, 85 cm, ø 15 cm

HIP PAD Silky matt, 40 cm x 21 cm 

FACE CUSHION
Velvety black, 35 cm x 35 cm 

Item n°.: 54504 Item n°.: 54478 Item n°.: 54479

TERRY STRETCH COVERS, WHITE
For the smooothy spa cushions, incredibly fluffy, for dry treatments.

100% Swiss made
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HIGH-TECH MICROFIBRE TEXTILE PRODUCTS SPECIFICALLY 

| Incredibly fluffy

| Easy-care, skin-friendly

| Nurturing and gentle to the skin

| Also suitable for use by allergy sufferers

FOOTIES
With Velcro fasteners.
25 x 30 cm, 1 pair, white, 
Silver plus®

Item n°.: 37619

TOWEL
50 x 100 cm, PU = 1 piece

Item n°. Color
37623.002* white
37623.021* champagne
37623.022* grey
37623.023* navy blue
37623.026* brown
37623.027* orange
37623.028* green
37623.029* lavender

BATH TOWEL
75 x 140 cm, PU = 1 piece

Item n°. Color
37625.002* white
37625.021* champagne
37625.022* grey
37625.023* navy blue
37625.026* brown
37625.027* orange
37625.028* green
37625.029* lavender

BLANKET
100 x 200 cm, PU = 1 piece

Item n°. Color
37624.002 white, Silverplus®

37624.021* champagne
37624.022* grey
37624.023* navy blue
37624.026* brown
37624.027* orange
37624.028* green
37624.029* lavender

BANDAGE FOR CALVES
30 x 70 cm, 1 pce., white, 
Silver plus®

Item n°.: 37617

| Remains dimensionally stable and color-

fast even after many washes

| 60°C wash with no fabric softener!

COVERS FOR TREATMENT TABLES AND CHAIRS

Item n°. Description Content
37626 Armrest cover, white 1 pair

Silverplus® (20 x 60 cm)
37627 Armrest cover, white 1 pair

Silverplus® (25 x 70 cm)
37628 Cover for table and chair, multipurpose, white 1 pce.

Silverplus® (80 x 200 cm)
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DEVELOPED FOR PROFESSIONAL USE

BATH ROBE, SHORT
Generously cut, with belt and
hood, length of back: 95 cm,
white, PU = 1 piece

Item n°. Size
37621.110* S
37621.120* M
37621.130* L
37621.140* XL

BATH ROBE
Generously cut, with belt and shawl collar, 
length of back: 120 cm, white, PU = 1 piece

Item n°. Size
37622.110* S
37622.120* M
37622.130* L
37622.140* XL
37622.140* XXL

MICROFIBRE FINGER GLOVE & CLEANING GLOVE
Micro Peeling Sensation consists of microfibers that are much finer than human hair, allowing them to
get into the pores of the skin much better. This also makes it ideally suited for cleaning sensitive skin.
You gently and carefully remove horny skin cells and makeup residues even from the finest pores, sti-
mulating circulation and rejuvenating the skin.

Item n°. Size Content
37630 16 x 23 cm 1 pce.
37631 8 x 10 cm 6 pce.

WASHING GLOVE
Approx. 27 x 14 cm, pack of 
5 pieces, white, Silverplus®

Item n°.: 37618

HEADBAND
With adjustable Velcro faste-
ner. 68 x 5.5 cm, 1 pce., white,
Silverplus®

Item n°.: 37620

TOWEL FOR 
COMPRESSES
Pamper your clients with sooth -
ing facial compresses. Pleas -
ant to the skin, they absorb
moisture and excess creams.
Size: 25 x 55 cm. Package of 5
pieces, white, Silverplus®.

Item n°.: 37616

DISPOSABLE SLIPPERS
Open front with adjustable
Velcro fastener. One size fits all
37–44, 1 pair, white, Silverplus®

Item n°.: 37629

Many of our super-high-tech microfibre textile products are equipped with Silverplus®. Silver plus®

is the ultimate hygienic finish for textiles and has been provided with a long-term antimicrobial

treatment. Eliminates odours caused by bacteria. Meets Oeko-Tex Standard 100.
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LENA TWIN PODO DE LUXE LUCA

UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES FOR 
100% Swiss made
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KRONAS HITECH DUE BOTTA

CUSTOMIZED PODIATRY CABINETS
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ARMREST COVERS
Ideal for all removable armrest bolsters. Hygienic and professional,
for single use, disposable, white. Pack of 100 pcs.

Item n°.: 39527

FACE CRADLE COVER
Non-woven disposable face cradle covers. Easy to use, affordab-
le, convenient, soft and hygienic. Our disposable face rest covers
are a great way to cover any face rest cushion when you are
doing many massages and want to avoid a lot of laundry. 

Item n°. Content
39447 100 pcs.
39448 250 pcs.

FACE CUSHION «VISCO»
Wonderfully soft cushion made of high-
tech comfort material (visco-elastic
foam) with unique pressure relieving
qualities. When you first put your head
on the cushion it may feel quite firm.
However, through your face temperatu-
re and weight, the material softens and
moulds to the exact contours of your
face, giving you a feeling of weightless-
ness. Suitable for all kinds of tables. For
hygienic reasons we recommend to use
a disposable Kellness face cradle cover.
Swiss made.

Item n°. Height Color
420015 4 cm royal blue
420016 7 cm royal blue
415050 4 cm sand
415060 7 cm sand

FACE CUSHION
Adjusts to support any size or shape
face. Soft and very supportive. Ulti mate
comfort with 8 cm thick soft foam. Great
as cervical pillow.

Item n°. Color
39546 night blue

NECK CONTOUR CUSHION
Offers your clients maximum comfort
when lying on their back. This cushion
cradles the line of the neck to keep the
upper vertebrae in alignment. Durable
vinyl, easily wipes clean. Dimensions: 35
x 26 x 7.5 cm.

Item n°. Color
39547 night blue

TERRY STRETCH TABLE
COVERS
Machine-washable, luxurious, 80 per
cent cotton / 20 per cent polyester
sheet. One size. Your client will appre-
ciate the luxurious, soft feel of these terry
sheets, which also protect the massage
table from oils and lotions. The sheets
are hemmed with elastic all around to fit
the table snugly without sliding. One size.
Fit all tables from 65–80 cm to 195 cm.

Item n°. Color
48555 blue
48554 turquoise
48552 gold
48558 white
48551 nature
48557 bordeaux

PAPER ROLL
Double sided non-woven disposable
couch rolls. 59 cm width. Each roll is 
50 m long. Pure white color.
Original pack of 9 rolls.

Item n°.: 67812

FROMASTIC
Coated table cover. 200 x 75 cm. One
side terry coated, the other side vinyl
coated to protect the tables from oil
and lotions. Impermeable for liquids.
Washable at 90°. Pack of 3 pcs.
Swiss made.

Item n°.: 6520

TABLE PROTECTION AND 
HYGIENIC ACCESSORIES
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The «Smart» project was focused on developing high quality standard massage

table for a low price!

Item n°. Options
39021 Wheel system
39425 Deluxe headrest, cushion with platform
39460 Hanging armrest, cushions with platform
39468 Armrest bolsters
39470 Footrest bolsters
39475 Roll holder for paper rolls

Option: neck contour cushion

Option: head- &
hanging armrest system 

MASSAGETABLE «SMART»

Specifications
Dimensions: Table length and width: 185 x 70 cm (without heading section)
Upholstery: Two-ply deluxe upholstery with a thickness of 7.5 cm
Color: The mattress ist night blue, the frame is white RAL 9010
Lift mechanism: Electric height adjustment by foot pedal control. 

Swiss high quality standard motor, 24 V, 6000 Newton
Height: Adjustable from 50 cm to 85 cm

«SMART» – MASSAGE- AND TREATMENTTABLE
This table is suitable for all occupation groups and can be used for
massages, treatments, examinations, spa and therapeutic treat-
ments. Only one design and one single color are available, since
the table is produced in large runs to keep the market price low.

Item n°.: 39020

«SMART PLUS»
With adjustable backrest

Item n°.: 39040

�

�

�

�/�/�

�

	

� Adjustable face rest
� Arm sling
� Double knobs
� Double beams

� Round corners
	 Reiki panels for both ends 
� Extra lath
� Shiatsu release cables

 Carrying case

Dynamic load: 250 kg 
Weight: 16 kg 
Height ranges: from 59 – 86 cm 
Width: 71 cm 
Lenght: 184 cm 
Padding: Triple wrap, 

7.5 cm cushioning 
system

Upholstery: soft, luxurious PVC
Wood: High value 

German beech 
wood

Color: Night blue

«SMART» PORTABLE – VERY ATTRACTIVE PRICE, 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED!

Item n°.: 39025
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MODEL VARIO
The state-of-the-art VARIO work chair offers both sitting and standing assistance to your clients fostering a
sound and healthy sitting position and strengthening and stimulating the back muscles in a natural way. The
seat can be smoothly adjusted to any angle and this ensures the «positive seat angle». This seating position
tolerates an adequate movement of the hips ensuring a positive effect on the small of the back. Thus, in this
area the spinal column retains its flexibility in all directions. Gas-lift and a freely movable rotation axis make the
VARIO chair an ideal place for any sedentary work. Any rotational and compressing stress is absorbed by the
VARIO chair and respective loads which otherwise directly affect vertebral joints and inter-vertebral disks or
which permanently overstress the musculature are completely compensated.

Specifications
Width: 44 cm
Depth: 42 cm
Height: 44–63 cm
Tare: 8.1 kg
Seat angle: adjustable, from +1° to +16°

Stool accessories
| Telescope lift extra high from 43 to 62 cm
| Feet ring, chromed
| Base, aluminium polished

MODEL ERGO
Thousands of satisfied customers do not want to miss the ERGO. Painless sitting is often just a matter 
of the proper body posture, while improved posture is a question of proper seating.

ERGONOMIC TOP-CLASS 
WORK CHAIRS

MODEL HIPPO
The saddle seat is the most comfortable and versatile stool ever made. Its unique, triangular cushion encou-
rages users to sit in a «saddle» posture, which lowers the thighs, opens the hips and puts the spine into a heal-
thy lordotic curve. The «saddle» posture also reduces pressure points for long term comfort and allows users to
get closer to their work. It's simply one of the most comfortable and healthy ways to sit.

| Sitting stance is repaired – shoulders relax 
| Posture improves – lower back rehabilitates
| Breathing deepens – you'll feel more active 
| Sitting pressure decreases – circulation improves
| Two-parted seat – better genital health 

Specifications
Adjustable height range: 42–63 cm
Tare: 12 kg

«ERGO» STOOL
With anatomic backrest and anatomic seat,
adjustable in height and declination, cover
made of antibacterial Stamskin® or wood.

Item n°. Upholstery
38581 Wood
38565 Stamskin®, different 

colors available

«HIPPO» STOOL
Saddle seat, adjustable in height and inclination. Cover
made of antibacterial Stamskin® (different colors available).

Item n°.: 38590

«VARIO» STOOL
With anatomic seat, adjustable in height and declination,
cover made of antibacterial Stamskin® or wood.

Item n°. Upholstery
38584 Wood
38565 Stamskin®, different colors available

Specifications
Width of seat: 44 cm
Depth of seat: 42 cm
Height of seat: 42–63 cm
Width of chair back: 31 cm
Height of chair back: 48 cm
Tare: 8.5 kg
Seat angle: +1° to +6°
Different colors available

Stool accessories
| Telescope lift, extra high 43 to 62 cm
| Feet ring, chromed
| Base, aluminium polished
| T-armrest, adjustable
| Hard or soft wheels

100% Swiss made
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